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Urban Dynamic Mapping with Ubiquitous Point Clouds

Light weighted and portable sensors (e.g., Kinect, UAVs) have been widely used for capturing high resolution

spatial data in an efficient way, making complementary point clouds. The point clouds from different sensors (e.g.,

airborne, mobile sensors) describe a specific part of one scene or an object, show different resolutions and

overlapping, thus posing great challenges to process the different sources of point clouds in an aligned

coordinate framework for dynamic mapping. This talk will elaborate an integrated framework for urban dynamic

mapping with ubiquitous point clouds, including the registration, segmentation, and sematic labelling of ubiquitous

point clouds. Firstly, the registration between different sources of point clouds (e.g., laser scanning, imagery) is

investigated and a robust method to register different sources of point clouds is elaborated in detail. Secondly, a

semantic mapping method is proposed for semantically labelling the point clouds in a hierarchical way, improving

the completeness and correctness of features extraction of point clouds. Finally, the integrated framework is

validated to check the effectiveness and advantages for urban dynamic mapping with several examples of

projects.
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